Complementary Products

A collection of functional dishes that is
essential in every home. This collection is
produced proportional to different tastes
and can be buy in any number which it
can be complementary for your favorite
porcelain set.

Pasta Plate
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Complementary Products

Pasta Plate
Very modern and suitable solution for serving pasta, salads and soups. This wide of this to gives you .

Lasagna Platter
Zarin Iran Lasagna Platter is high-temperature resistant household and industrial ovens. very easy
cleaning and benefit of Hygienic body of hard Porcelain, It has become the best choice among other
same dishes for cooking .

Pizza Platter
For cooking and serving a variety of tarts, cakes, cookies or pizza, with dish large diameter, very delicate
and strong and Resisting.

Myself Tray
What is for dinner and for common hosting , myself tray is suitable for serving different foods in The
most stylish way.

Bowl And Dish Set
Zarin iran Bowl and Dish set is consist of one bowl and one dish which can help you in serving fruit or
other snacks in more populated ceremonies.
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Tea Pot
A variety of Tea pots in different shapes and sizes, suitable for different lastes and occasions.

Pitchers
Our different answers to your requirement for serving a variety of drinks.
Modern or classic It , s your choice.

Espresso Cup
Drink any coffee including espresso, Turkish, Arabic and green tea or other herbal tea cups in the elegant
cups will be a double delight. The volume of espresso cup to the extent that enough to drink a few sips
not much not least.

Classic Nonagon Mug
A nostalgic design similar to the old crystal glass but made of hard porcelain and decorated with allegro
lively colors.

Tea Saucers
Elegant Tea saucers in various beautiful designs.
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Classic Nonagon Mug
Shape: Classic

Microwave safe
In-Glaze decoration
%100 Dishwasher safe

Marble Espresso Cup
Shape: Mehran

Microwave safe
In-Glaze decoration
%100 Dishwasher safe
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Myself Tray
Shape: Self Tray

Microwave safe
%100 Dishwasher safe

Pizza Platter
Shape: Hotel 49

Microwave safe
%100 Dishwasher safe

